**DESIGN DIVISION**

**PREPARED BY:**

**ISSUED:** 02/14/11

**SUPERSSEDES:** 05/04/06

---

**WEIGHT = 80 LBS/FT**

---

**NOTE:**

"F" constant equals slab thickness plus haunch plus thickest fascia beam flange plus \( \frac{1}{2} \)" plus amount of fascia beam drop required to maintain slab thickness at curb line.

If "F" becomes greater than 12" use a haunch detail on the fascia side of the beam similar to the haunch detail on the interior side. Additional reinforcement may be required in the area over the beam flange if the haunch becomes excessive.

* EB04 bar may be adhesive anchored into 6" deep hole instead of ED04 bar. Space with alternate transverse slab bars (1'-6" max.).

** At each post place 7 - ET05 bars spaced at 6", ED060409 bars (see Guide 6.29.17) and EA06 bars with alternate ET05 bars. Place ET05 bars, ED06 bars and EA06 bars at 12" maximum in remaining areas.

*** Applies to curved bridges only.

**** 2" high x 4" long (±). Forming not required.